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Abstract. Under weak technical assumptions on a net of local von Neumann
algebras {stf(&)} in a Hubert space 3tf, which are fulfilled by any net associated
to a quantum field satisfying the standard axioms, it is shown that for every
vector state φ in 2f? there exist observables localized in complementary wedge-
shaped regions in Minkowski space-time that maximally violate Bell's
inequalities in the state φ. If, in addition, the algebras corresponding to wedge-
shaped regions are injective (which is known to be true in many examples), then
the maximal violation occurs in any state φ on &(3tif) given by a density matrix.

I. Introduction

With the discovery of Bell's inequalities [6, 7] and their subsequent refinements
[10,24,26, 32], it became possible for the first time to test experimentally whether
or not certain concepts of classical physics can be used in a description (at least
within a fairly general metatheoretic framework) of processes that take place on an
atomic or subatomic scale. The inequalities concern statistical correlations of
measurements made on two parts of one system and are derived from two basic
assumptions. One is that all measured correlations p(α, /?) between outcomes α
measured on one subsystem and outcomes β measured on the other subsystem can
be modelled within a classical probabilistic theory (which subsumes, of course,
deterministic theories). The second is that this description is "local" in the sense
that the choice of a measuring device operating upon one part of the system does
not affect the probabilities of outcomes measured on the other part. For a more
thorough discussion of the assumptions and the metatheoretical framework
within which Bell's inequalities can be derived, see [32].

It is not our intent to enter into a philosophical discussion of Bell's inequalities
in this forum. Our aim is to show that, just as quantum mechanics does, quantum
field theory (QFT) predicts a maximal violation of Bell's inequalities, and that in
fact, unlike quantum mechanics, QFT predicts that this maximal violation is
generic in a sense we shall explain.
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Let {<£/($)}0c]R4 be a net of local algebras satisfying the usual axioms [27,1]
and let φ be a state on the algebra si of quasilocal observables generated by
{jtf(&)}. Then for Ol902 two spacelike separated open regions in Minkowski
space-time, we define the maximal Bell correlation in the state φ to be:

β(φ^(&1)^(Θ2)) = isupφ(Ai(B1+B2) + A2(B1-B2))y (1.1)

where the supremum is taken over all selfadjoint At e «a/(0i), Bj e «s/(02)» satisfying
— 1 ̂  ̂  ̂  1, — 1 ̂  5y ̂  1, ij = 1,2. Such quadruples {Ai9 Bj} are henceforth called
admissible.) It was shown in [32] that the Clauser-Horne version of Bell's
inequalities [10] can be written in algebraic QFT as:

β(φ,s/(Θάs/(Θ2)) = ί . (1.2)

It is known [32] that the following inequality must hold a priori in algebraic QFT
for any state φ and regions &19Θ2 as above:

(1.3)

If equality is attained in (1.3), then we say that Bell's inequalities are maximally
violated [in the state φ by suitable observables in ̂ ί(G^9 ^($2)] In hindsight, it is
seen that quantum mechanics predicts the attainment of J/2 for the maximal Bell
correlation for suitable states and observables [10,4], and that the experiments

reported in [3-5] yield this maximal violation of J/2, within experimental error.
In [33] we showed that if φ0 is the vacuum state of a free Bose or Fermi field

theory and stf(W\ £#(W'} are the corresponding observable algebras for the wedge
regions W and W (W is the causal complement of W)9 then

β(Φo9j*(W)9s/(W)) = ]/2. (1.4)

For dilatation-invariant, free field theories, (1.4) has been demonstrated to hold for
other space-time regions Θl9 G2 (including bounded ones) [32, 33]. Thus, even in
free field theories the vacuum fluctuations are such that suitable observables
maximally violate Bell's inequalities. The proof of these results pointed to a
connection with the modular theory of the von Neumann algebras of the net
{jf(G)}9 and investigation of this connection soon made it clear that much stronger
theorems can be proven by invoking deep results of Connes, St0rmer, Driessler
and others.

Specifically (and the assumptions will be made explicit in Sect. 3), we shall show
that for any net of local von Neumann algebras {£#(&}} on a Hubert space Jtf and
any vector state φ on 3&(ffl\

β(φ^(W)^(W)f) = ]/2 (1.5)

[j/(W7 is the commutant of stf(W) and Wis any wedge-shaped region]. Thus, if
the net satisfies duality for the wedge regions, then

β(φ^(W\^(W')}=]/2. (1.6)

Moreover, if the wedge algebras are injective (which is known to be the case in
many examples), then for any normal state φ on 3S(3?\ (1.5) holds, and thus (1.6)
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obtains if duality is satisfied. This is what we mean by the genericity of maximal
violation - in (nearly) every quantum field theory, and for every normal state in
such a theory, there are observables localized in W and W that maximally violate
Bell's inequalities. Surprisingly, this genericity of maximal violation is connected
with a technical property from the theory of operator algebras that was originally
identified for totally different reasons. We shall show, in fact, that (1.5) holds for all
normal φ on $(3?) if and only if it is possible to find a sequence of admissible
quadruples that is a maximal violator for all normal states, and that this holds if
and only if the wedge algebras j#(W) are strongly stable in the sense of [34]. All
injective, infinite factors (excepting some type IΠ0) are strongly stable [14, 2],

We proceed now to the details. It should be mentioned that all results hold for
two, three or four space-time dimensions.

II. Results on von Neumann Algebras

We commence by proving a result about type IΠj von Neumann algebras (see [1 1]
for the classification of type III factors), which we shall apply to QFT in the
following section. $(ffl ) will always denote the von Neumann algebras of all
bounded operators on the Hubert space ffl .

Theorem 2.1. Let Jί be a type Πl^ factor with cyclic and separating vector in a

Hilbert space 2tf ana let φ be a vector state on 9t(2tf). Then β(φ,Jί,JΪ')=]/ϊ.

Proof. 1 . First it is shown that β(φ, Jί, Jί') is independent of the choice of vector
state φ. Let Ω^Ω2 be unit vectors in jtf and 0ί(>4) = <Ωί,ylβί>, Ae£t(Jίf), the
corresponding vector states on gt(2tf). By the definition of β there are, for any
ε1>0, selfadjoint contractions A^Jί, B{eJί' (i=l,2) such that

By Corollary 6 in [1 5] there are, for any ε2 > 0, unitaries U e Jί, U' e Ji' such that
|| β2 - I/I/O J^ε2. Thus, with JΪ£=IM^^
is an admissible quadruple and one has

β(φ29 Jί, Jί') ^ \ <Ω2, (A,(B, + B2) + A2(B, ~ B2))Ω2y

Hence, by symmetry between φ^ and φ29 β(φι, Jί, Jί') — β(φ2,Jί,Jί').

2. It remains to be proven that β(φ, Jί, Jί') = ]/2 holds for a suitable vector
state φ(-) = <β, β>, Ω e j t f . Consider a faithful normal state φ^ e Jί^ of the form
φι ~ 0o® i tr with respect to some isomorphism Jί ~Jί®M2(<L), where M2(C) is
the algebra of all 2x2 matrices with complex entries, and consider the isometry

. Then v is in the centralizer of Jί in φ1 and for any αeR, A(α)

= exp(ΐα)ι; + exp( — iα)ι?* is selfadjoint and unitary. Let Ώ e J f be a vector with
φΐ(A) = (Ω,AΩy for all AeJί (the existence of this vector is assured by
Theorem 2.7.9 in [29]), and let FεJt' be the projection onto JίΩ. Since the
operators Bt yet to be chosen will be contained in P'Jί'P', it can be assumed that
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F = 1 , i.e. that Ω is cyclic and separating for M (in other words, if Ω is not cyclic for
Jl, then cutting the Hubert space 3C and the commutant Ji' down to P' 3? and

P'Jl'P' gives a lower bound on the original /?; if this lower bound is J/2, then the
proof is completed).

Let S = JAί/2 be the modular involution associated with (Jl,Ω). Then

(since 4(α2) = 4(α2)* and

= <Ω, ̂ (αj ,4(α2)Ω> = cosK - α2) ,

since A(a2) is in the centralizer of Jl in 0t and thus commutes with A 1/2. Therefore,
defining selfadjoint unitaries A{eJl, BieJί'(i=\,2) by Ai=A(*ΰ), A2 = A(π/2\
B1=JA(π/4)J, B2 = JA(-π/4)J, one obtains

Remarks. 1. If Jf is a separable Hubert space, as is always the case in QFT, then
any type III algebra always has a cyclic and separating vector in Jtif
(Corollary 2.9.28 in [29]).

2. We anticipate that if Jt is any von Neumann algebra with no type I

summand, then /?(</>, Jl, Jί') = j/2 for any state φ determined by a vector that is
cyclic and separating for Jl. This has been verified for type II algebras, but we shall
not present the proof here since the result probably has no relevance to QFT.

We note that Theorem 2.1 gives β(φ, Jt, Jl') = J/2 only for vector states φ. In
the theorem to be shown next, we give necessary and sufficient conditions on Jl in

the Hubert space jf so that β(φ9 Ji, Jί') = J/2 for every normal state φ on #( jf ),
i.e. for every state given by a density matrix in J*(j f ).

In Theorem 2.4 (3) in [31] we showed that iSA^Jί and Bt e Jί1 are admissible
and satisfy ^

B1-B2))=y/2, (2.1)

for some given state φ, then Al9A2 (respectively Bi9 B2) are in the centralizer of Jί
(respectively Jί1) with respect to the state φ. Any sequences {AitΛ}ΛeK, {Bt ,α}αeN,
i=l,2, of admissible quadruples whose expectations in the left-hand side of (2.1)

approach ]/2 would then be expected to be centralizing sequences in the state φ. As

it turns out (see below), if β(φ9 Jί, Jί') = ]/2 for all φ e $(3?)(*\, then there exists a
sequence of admissible quadruples that constitutes four centralizing sequences in
the sense of Dixmier and Lance. We remind the reader of the necessary
background.

Definition. A bounded sequence {An}ne]^ in a separable factor Jί is called
centralizing if

\φ(AnA-AAn)\^εn\\Al all

with επ->0 as rc-> oo ({επ}πeN can depend on φ). Two sequences {An}, {Bn} are said to
be equivalent and are written {An} ~ {Bn} if {An — Bn}nel^ converges σ*-strongly in
Jl. A centralizing sequence is called trivial if it is equivalent to a sequence of
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multiples of the identity. Fora fixed ultrafilter ω on N, a bounded sequence
{^4«}neN is called ω-centralizing if επ->0 along the filter ω. Let <g(Jΐ) [respectively
^ω(̂ )] be the set of all centralizing (respectively ω-centralizing) sequences of Jί.

^ω(Jί} is a C*-algebra, and we consider the subset J^ω(Jί) of all sequences
converging to zero σ*-strongly. J>ω(Jt) is a norm-closed ideal of y>ω(Jt) [13, 12].
Let Jίω(Jί) = ̂ ω(Jί)IJ>ω(Jί). Then Jlω(Jf) is a finite von Neumann algebra with
the trace τω defined by

where X = πω({An}) with πω the canonical quotient map of #ω onto Jt^. τω(X)
does not depend on φeJ(£l [13, 12].

We shall need the following result from the literature. Stl is the hyperfinite
type II ! factor, and j/~ J> denotes j/ is W*-isomorphic to J*.

Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 2.2.1 in [13]). For a factor with a separable predual, the
following conditions are equivalent.

(i) Jl^-Ji®^^
(ii) Jίω(Jί] is not abelian for some ultrafilter ω.

(iii) J(ω(Jf) is a von Neumann algebra of type II ̂

A factor Jί is called strongly stable if any of the above conditions hold [34].
will denote the space of trace-class operators in

Theorem 2.3. Let Jibe a von Neumann algebra in a separable Hilbert space 3f with
cyclic and separating vector. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(i) Jt~Jl®0lv.

(ii) For every normal state φ on &(jff)9 β(φ,Jί,Jί')=}/2.
(iii) There exist sequences {AitΛ}aeV9 {^2,«}«6NC^, {Blf(Jα6N, {^JαeNC^'

of selfadjoίnt contractions such that TΛ = {(A^^Bl^B2^ + A2^(B^ίΆ-B2^)

converges to |/2 1 in the σ(β(ffl\ ^~(3^))-topology (i.e. the σ-weak operator
topology) as a->oo, where 1 is the identity on Jjf.

Proof. 1. The first step is to show that when Jt = @l^ then (iii) must hold. Let
$ = g) (Jί^βj be the incomplete tensor product of ^fα = C2®C2, αeN, with

αeN

ΩΛ= — (Φ1®Φ1 + Φ2(g)Φ2)Ξί2for some basis {Φ1?Φ2}eC2, αeN. Then by the

construction of Araki and Woods [2], St^St(^ ^((C2)®!, ί2α,αeN) holds,
using their notation for the factor on the right-hand side which is the infinite tensor
product of J^(C2)® 1 with itself on 3?. Consider the following operators in ̂ . Let

®l and B l5B2el®#(C2) be selfadjoint contractions with

l / . (2.2)

From Theorem 2.4 of [32] it is known that such operators Al9A2 and

A3 = - [Al9 A^\ ( respectively Bί9 B2 and B3 = - [B1? B2~\ \ must give a realization

of the Pauli spin matrices. A straightforward calculation shows that (2.2) is in fact
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fulfilled by the choices described as follows. Let σ1? σ2, σ3 be some realization of the
Pauli spin matrices such that Φ1 (respectively Φ2) is the eigenstate of σ3

corresponding to the eigenvalue +1 (respectively —1). If σ is the matrix vector
(σ1? σ2, σ3) and ά(Θ^ £(#/) coplanar unit vectors in R3 obtained by rotating a given
unit vector e in the plane by the angle Θi9 θp ij=l, 2, then define A1 =σ 0(0)® 1,
A2 = <* a(π/2)® 1 , ̂  = 1 ® σ - b(π/4), £2 = 1 ® σ 6( - π/4). These operators deter-
mine an admissible quadruple that verifies (2.2).

Continuing with the proof, let ΆitΛ9 Bj >α, TΛE&(<&) denote copies of the
operators just constructed, acting in the α-th tensor factor alone. Let furthermore
φ= (x) φα? ψ= (x) <Fα? with Φα = ΨΛ = ΩΛ for almost all α. By definition of the

αeN αeN ^
incomplete infinite tensor product, such vectors are total in jfr. But one has

<Φ, Taψy = <Φ, ψy - 1/2 for all α larger than some α0 (depending on Φ and ¥/). Since

the sequence {Γα}α6N is norm-bounded, it follows that Tα->J/2 l in the weak
operator topology on $&(&}. Of course, ΆitΛe3l(J>Pβ9 J^C2)®!, Ωβ,βeN) and
5^ α e ̂ (̂ , 1 ® ̂ ((C2), ί2«, j8 e N) for all α, and (x) ί2α is cyclic and separating for

αeN
these algebras. Since M has a cyclic and separating vector in ^f, Jί = 0ίv and
^?pfα, jS(C2)® 1, ί2α, α e N) are unitarily equivalent with a unitary PF: Jf -> jf that
also intertwines their commutants ^ and ̂ (^,l®J^(C2),Ωα,αeN). Thus,
{W*7^W}αeN provides the desired sequence.

2. (i) => (iii): Let M (respectively ̂ J be represented with cyclic and separating
vector in the Hubert space ^0 (respectively Jfi). Then the isomorphism
Jί~Jl®3&v\& spatial and there exists a unitary W: J f -^^®^ intertwining Jί
with Jί®$ι and Jί' with (Jt®&^ = Jl'®βfr\. Then pick sequences {^,α}αeN>
{Λi. ί.eN. ί=1

?2, of the form (l®Λ ,α}αeN, {l®^,α}αeN? with {^,JαeN, {^>α}αeN

chosen as in step 1. The unitary equivalence already established and step 1 yield
the claim.

3. (ii)=>(iii): Let Γ denote the σ- weakly closed convex hull of the set of
operators T=^(A1(B1 +B2) + A2(B1 -B2)) with AteJK and B^Jί' admissible. Γ
is σ-weakly compact, since the unit sphere in &(3? ) is compact in the
σ( 3S(^C ), y\3tf ))-topology. Then for every φ as described in (ii) there exists such a
TeΓ such that β(φ9Jt,Jί') = φ(T). For any unit vector Φe^f, let Γ(Φ)

= {TeΓ|<Φ, TΦ> = |/2}. This is a σ-weakly closed convex face of Γ. Since by
hypothesis

== ~ Φ JΛ! = sup
T<=Γi=l1ϊ

for any finite collection {Φj"= x of unit vectors, it follows that f) Γ(Φ^) φ 0 for any
ί=l

such collection. Hence, f) Γ(Φ) Φ 0, by the compactness of Γ.
II φ ll = ι

4. (iii)=>(ii): This implication is trivial.
5. (iϋ)=>(i): Set Aβ = ί(A l β + ίA2 β) and
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αeN. Then for any unit vector Ω e 3tf,
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converges to zero as α -> oo by hypothesis. Note (ί—A* α) and (ί—Bf α) are positive.
Hence, as α-»oo the following quantities are of order εα, where εα 1 0:

[Here one should recall that if C^O, ||C||^1, and <Ω, Cί2> - 0(ε), then
||C1/2ί2||2 = 0(ε) and thus ||Cί2||2 = 0(ε).] For any ̂ e^,

|<Q,[^AJfl>| = |<fl,[^^e-BJfl>|^M||.0(fie). (2.3)

Moreover, since [^4α,BJ=0 all αeN, ̂ -^^(^-^J^ + βJ, so that

||μί-Bί)0|| g liμ. + BJII ||μβ-BJfl|| =0(εJ. (2.4)

Similarly,
(2.5)

=O(εα). (2.6)

(2.7)

Further, note that β2-β*2 = i(βf>α-β|>ί[), so that

||(Bί-B*2)Ω|| ̂  ||(1 -Bffβ)0|| + ||(1 -

Thus, by (2.4)-(2.6),

Also, note that

Therefore,

= i - Hi [Alf w ̂ 2.

εα)

[using (2.7)]

[by (2.8)]

+0(6.)

(2.8)
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[where (2.8) was used again]

= 1 - <Λ?. .0, Al^Ωy + 0(eJ = 0(εJ. (2.9)

From (2.3) and Proposition 2.8 of [12] one can conclude that {Au}aeK is a
centralizing sequence and since ^ω(J^} is a C*-algebra, {^4ι,α}α6N

 and {^2,α}αeN
must also be centralizing sequences. Let al9a2 be the corresponding elements in
Jίω(Jί) for some (any) ultraίilter ω. By (2.9) and the positivity of

, one has ( ^[^4ι,α5^2,J 1 ^ converging strongly to Ω as

α-κx), for arbitrary Ωe Jf. Thus, (^[^1,^2]) = 1 in Jίω(Jί\ so that Jiω(Jί} is

not abelian. Theorem 2.2 then yields the condition (i) if ̂  is factor.
If M is not a factor, let

be its central decomposition. Condition (iii) then holds in v-almost all Jtf(ζ) with
the corresponding operators in the decompositions

It follows from the above demonstration that Jί(ζ)^Jί(ζ}®Sί^ for v-almost all
). Thus, Jt~Jί®@ι (see Proposition 10 in Sect. II.3 of [35]). Π

Theorem 2.3 makes an unexpected connection between the generic maximal
violation of Bell's inequalities, condition (ii), and the technical property of strong
stability, condition (i). Moreover, if either of these conditions holds, then there
exists a sequence of admissible quadruples that in the limit maximally violate Bell's
inequalities in all normal states on g8(2tf}. We shall see in the next chapter that
there are many physically interesting cases known where the algebras of local
observables are in fact strongly stable, or type IIIj for the application of
Theorem 2.1.

III. Applications to Quantum Field Theory

In this section we present the genericity of the maximal violation of Bell's
inequalities as an application of the results established in the previous chapter. Let
{<£/(0)}0CR4 be a net of local von Neumann algebras in a separable Hubert space 3C
with the net satisfying the usual axioms of isotony, locality and Poincare
covariance under the action of a nontrivial, strongly continuous, unitary
representation U(&\) of (the covering group of) the Poincare group 3P\ that
satisfies the spectrum condition (see, e.g. [27,1] for further details about these
axioms). The net is said to satisfy duality for the wedge algebras if jtf(W) = s#(W')'
for every wedge-shaped region We H^ (see, e.g. [22]). We mention that although
we discuss here explicitly only nets of "observable algebras," all results are valid
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mutatis mutandis for nets of local field algebras satisfying the assumptions in [20].
Also, all results are valid for two, three and four space-time dimensions.

We present first an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 for algebraic QFT
in the following corollary, and then we discuss conditions on the structure
(JV9 {jf(G)}9 U(0>\.)) under which the hypothesis of the corollary are satisfied.
Thereafter, Theorem 2.3 will be treated similarly.

Corollary 3.1. Let {^(^)}oc^ be a net of von Neumann algebras in a Hilbert space
2? as above that satisfies, in addition,

(i) j/(W) is a type 11^ factor for each
(ii) j/(W) = tf(Wy for each

Then for each vector state φ on

Remark. By the covariance assumption and the fact that every wedge region W is
the appropriate Poincare transform of any given W0 e H^9 it suffices that (i) and (ii)
be satisfied by one wedge algebra stf(W).

Let P0 denote the selfadjoint projection in ffl onto the subspace of U(gP\)-
invariant vectors. In [17] (see also [28]) it was shown that if the dimension of P^
is one, then assumption (i) does indeed hold. In addition, in [9] it was shown that if
(JΊf9{jtf(&)}9U(0*\.)) is a massive single particle representation, i.e. if the mass
hyperboloid Hm = {p e R4 1 p2 = m2^ p0 > 0} is contained in the singular spectrum of
the generators of the translation subgroup of U(έP\_) and if the joint spectrum of
these generators is contained in Hmu{p e R4 1 p2 ^ M2, p0 > 0} for some M > m > 0,
then there exists a (vacuum) representation (π, J«fπ) of j/ that is Poincare-co variant,
for which dimP0J^π = l, and for which the algebras associated to regions in the
causal complement of some space-like cone are unitarily equivalent to the
corresponding algebra in the original net (see [9] for details). Hence, if
(Jf , (j/(0)}, U(&\.)) is a massive single particle representation, then condition (i)
holds. The same is true, and for similar reasons, for the representations of the
quasilocal observable algebras in the superselection sectors appearing in the
theory of superselection structure of Doplicher et al. [16]. There may well be other
physically interesting situations in which assumption (i) in Corollary 3.1 obtains. If
so, these would provide natural candidates for maximal violation of Bell's
inequalities in all pure normal states in the representation.

Without assumption (ii) one could conclude that β(φ, jtf(W), jtf(W)')=}/2 for
all vector states, but unless (ii) holds, the violators in jtf(W)' may well not be
localized in the wedge W. Duality for the wedge algebras is known to be satisfied
by the net {jtf(@)} if dimP0 J f ^ 1 and if there exists a quantum field φ satisfying the
standard axioms [30] with a cyclic vector Ω e P0 Jf , and the field is associated with
the net in the following weak sense:

(C) There exists a test function fs of compact support [supp(/s)C0se jf , the
set of double cones in R4] whose Fourier transform vanishes nowhere and sat-
isfies

<φ(/s)Φ, Aψy = <,4*Φ, φ(fsΓ ψy , (3.1)

for all Aej/(βJ and all Φ, Ψe0>^s(Έi4)Ω, where ^Q,s(^4) is the smallest unital
*-algebra containing φ(fs) and all of its Poincare transforms.
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For a proof of this claim and for further conditions that also yield assumption
(ii), see [22]. An independent set of sufficient conditions using the funnel property
and duality in another (locally normal) representation can also be put together
using [19, 31].

Thus, assumptions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 3.1 hold in many situations of
physical interest. The reader can formulate the obvious theorems for himself. We
shall present a generalization of one such theorem that we mention here explicitly
because it makes another point.

Theorem 3.2. Let {^(Θ)} be a net of local von Neumann algebras such that (C) holds
for a quantum field φ satisfying the above-mentioned conditions. Then

β(φ9jtf(W)9j/(W'))=]/2 for any We i^ and any vector state φ in tf.

Proof. The additional point here is that only dimP0^f ^1 is assumed and not
= 1 as required to apply [17,28]. If dimP0^f >1, then the algebras

E 'W} are not factors [20]. But under the given assumptions it follows
from [20-22] that the central decomposition of the quasilocal algebra
jtf" = {jtf((9)\(9tW*}" leads to a direct integral decomposition of
pf , {j*(β)}9 U(&\\ ψ(f\ Ω) into "pure phases" Jf (0, etc, where dim(P0c?f ) (0 = 1
and in which ^(W)(ζ) is a type Π^ factor for all We ΊfT (see [20, 21] for details).
Since this decomposition gives a standard probability measure v on the spectrum
of the center of j/" such that

= ί <Φ(0, {AM (BM + B2(ζ)) + A2(ζ) (B,(ζ) - B2(ζ)}} Φ(Q> dv(ζ) ,

and since by Corollary 3.1 and the above remarks

v-almost everywhere, the assertion of the theorem follows. Π

We now turn to applications of Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 3.3. Let one of the following obtain.
(i) {«s/(0)}0cR4 ^ a net of local algebras associated to a Bose of Fermi free

quantum field (in the sense (C)) with finitely many components in a separable
Hilbert space ffl . [The uniqueness of the (cyclic) vacuum is not required.]

(ii) (<£/(0)}0ciR4 is a net of local algebras in a vacuum representation with at least
one vacuum vector Ω cyclic for £#(Φ\ all (9 e ^C\jH^ . The net is locally generated, i.e.
for each Wεi^, ^(W) = {^(0)\(9e^,(9cW}ff and for each 0eJf, sf(G)
= {s/(Θ0)\ $o e Jf , $o ϊ ®}"> it satisfies the funnel property, i.e. for any Θl9Θ2eJί
such that the closure of &1 is contained in the interior of Θ2 there exists a type I von
Neumann algebra Jί such that ts^(Φί)cJίC^(&2\ ana lί satisfies duality for
wedges and double cones. Moreover, $#((9} has no type II 1 0 summand, all

Then for every normal state φ on

β(φ, tf(W), s/(W)) = 1/2 = β(φ, s/(<9), s/W), (3.2)
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for all We ΊfT and 0 e tf. (If {<$?(&)} is a net of Fermi field algebras, then jj(W) and
£#(&) in (3.2) are replaced by their images under the appropriate Klein transform -
see [16, 20].)

Proof, (i) If 0 ε jf uiί^, then j/(0) is an injective von Neumann algebra, since it is
the weak closure of a CCR- or CAR-algebra over a separable Hubert space. It is
infinite because the vacuum vector is cyclic and separating for all s$((9\ (9 etfvW.
But infinite, injective algebras are strongly stable [14, 2], excepting some type IΠ0

algebras; but st((S) is not type IΠ0 (it is type 11̂  [25]). Theorem 2.3 yields the
assertion at once, since duality holds for these algebras.

(ii) Since type I algebras are injective [14], it follows from Proposition 6.4 of
[14] that siψ) is injective for each 0 eJfvW. It is infinite by hypothesis and the
reason given above. By the assumptions and [14, 2], it follows that it is strongly
stable. Π

Remark. Fredenhagen [25] gives very general conditions that, in (ii), yield the
assumption that double cone algebras have no type IΠ0 summand as a
consequence.

The assumptions (ii) are known to hold in a number of interesting examples
[19, 31]. And work is underway to prove more generally that wedge algebras are
typically injective [23]. In the next chapter we discuss the above results and some
possible extensions.

IV. Discussion

We shall restrict ourselves here to discussing one point in particular - the
remarkable genericity of maximal violation of Bell's inequalities in the sense that

β(φ, j/(W), jtf(W'))=]/2for all normal states on J*(^f). It should be emphasized
that maximal violation, or even violation of Bell's inequalities, is not generic in this
sense in quantum mechanics. It was shown in Theorem 2.1 in [32] that if φ is a
convex sum of product states across sί(W) and ^(W'\ then
β(φ,jtf(W\£/(W'))=i, i.e. Bell's inequalities hold in such states. In quantum
mechanics the algebras of observables are type I, and there are many normal
product states across commuting type I algebras. Quantum field theory is thus
even less compatible with "local hidden-variables" theories than quantum
mechanics is (we refer the reader to [32] for a mathematically exact elucidation of
what we mean by "local hidden-variables theory").

If β?! and (9 2

 are strictly spacelike separated regions, then the genericity of
maximal violation, even of violation, can fail. For example, when the net satisfies
the funnel property, then there exist normal product states across «a/(C?i) and
«fl/(02) However, the algebras associated to tangent double cones, i.e. double cones
whose closures intersect in only one point, will not have normal product states
across them. We conjecture the genericity of maximal violation of Bell's
inequalities across such algebras, and because such regions are of finite extent, it is
of physical relevance to prove this conjecture. Work is underway on this problem.
For a proof of maximal violation of Bell's inequalities across tangent double cones
at least in the vacuum state in dilation-invariant theories, see [33, 32].
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